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Sensor Manufacturers

Must provide these drivers and 
make them easily discovered by 

designers who are selecting 
component to secure design wins.

IoT Product Developers

Seek these drivers while selecting 
components and building initial 

prototypes.

The availability of high-quality, easy-to-use, full-featured drivers is a crucial 
consideration when selecting which sensor to use in an IoT product.

Basic sample code showing how to use a component in a generic context is not enough. Fully-realized, 
production-ready drivers that are portable across silicon solutions are a massive competitive advantage for 

securing design wins in IoT product development.
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• JavaScript is rapidly becoming the lingua franca

of product development across all platforms

• JavaScript-based products are:

• simple to write and maintain

• easily ported across silicon solutions 

• inherently reliable & secure

• built on open standards

• a natural fit for products with cloud connectivity 
and/or displays

• The JavaScript ecosystem accommodates 

developers with many different needs and skills:

• TypeScript

• Node-RED / Node-RED MCU Edition

• The Moddable SDK is an open source platform for 

IoT product development with hundreds of useful 

examples and modules for building product 

firmware
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A JavaScript standard for resource-constrained 

microcontrollers and other embedded systems.

Includes standard APIs for:

• Interacting with MCU I/O

• Configuring and sampling generic sensors

• Working with dozens of specific sensor types

• Controlling peripherals & displays

• Networking connections & protocols

https://419.ecma-international.org/
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• A JavaScript API with 3 fundamental 
methods, an error-handling callback, 
and supporting details

• Methods:

• constructor

• configure

• sample

• Callback:

• onError

• The entire Sensor Class Pattern is 
only about a page long

• Compatible with the W3C Generic 
Sensors API for the web
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• Define common sensor capabilities for specific sensor categories

• Sensor capabilities not supported by the Sensor Class may be added in well-defined ways
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Sensor drivers that implement an ECMA-419 Sensor Class can be efficiently 
integrated into product prototypes and easily interchanged, while still 

exposing product-specific features.

IoT Product Developers

Can rapidly prototype with many different, 
interchangeable components to experiment with each 
part’s strengths and weaknesses, including accuracy, 

reliability, and special features.

Can more easily change components later to adjust to 
supply constraints.

Sensor Manufacturers

Create a plug-and-play sensor driver to open the 
door to design wins at the prototyping stage. 

Exceptional hardware features can be easily used 
by developers and can help prototyping wins carry 

through to production.
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A publicly-available, royalty-free repository of ECMAScript class definitions 
for specific embedded hardware components.
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A publicly-available, royalty-free repository of ECMAScript class definitions 
for specific embedded hardware components.

Sensor Manufacturers

Contribute sensor driver documentation to the 
repository to make sensor driver modules easily 
discovered and aid in the integration of sensor 

drivers into product prototypes.

IoT Product Developers

Browse the repository to find sensor drivers that fit 
product design needs and conform to the relevant 

ECMA-419 Sensor Class.

https://github.com/EcmaTC53/spec/tree/master/docs/Hardware%20Components
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1. Design a sensor class API for your sensor that conforms with application ECMA-419 classes

• Browsing the Hardware Components repository to see examples will ease this process

2. Develop a JavaScript sensor driver module for your component

• Start from existing sensor driver implementations in the Moddable SDK to inherit reliable 
development patterns 

3. Agree to the Ecma International Policy on Submission, Inclusion and Licensing of Software

• https://www.ecma-international.org/wp-
content/uploads/Ecma_Policy_on_Submission_Inclusion_and_Licensing_of_Software.pdf

4. Open a Pull Request on the EcmaTC53/Spec repository to publish your document and link to 
your implementation

• https://github.com/EcmaTC53/spec/pulls

Bonus: Join Ecma International & TC53 to help shape the future of sensors for Embedded JavaScript

https://www.ecma-international.org/wp-content/uploads/Ecma_Policy_on_Submission_Inclusion_and_Licensing_of_Software.pdf
https://www.ecma-international.org/wp-content/uploads/Ecma_Policy_on_Submission_Inclusion_and_Licensing_of_Software.pdf
https://github.com/EcmaTC53/spec/pulls
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2. Experiment with basic sensor-based examples on the microcontroller of your choice

3. Browse the Class Specifications for Embedded Hardware Components to find a sensor that matches 
your product needs

4. Order hardware samples and experiment with the open source sensor driver using the real component

5. Freely change components using the same application code by simply swapping sensor drivers

Conventional Developers

1. Download a JavaScript runtime for 
embedded, such as the Moddable SDK

Low-Code Developers

1. Download Node-RED MCU Edition
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• Interchangeable ECMA-419-conformant sensors

• Beautiful touchscreen interface

• Cloud connectivity
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• Providing real, portable, production-ready drivers for sensors is a massive competitive advantage for 
securing IoT design wins at the prototyping stage

• Working in the JavaScript ecosystem provides access to a large developer pool and diverse tools:

• Moddable SDK: https://www.moddable.com/

• Node-RED MCU Edition: https://github.com/phoddie/node-red-mcu

• TypeScript for enterprise development: https://www.typescriptlang.org/

• The ECMA-419 Specification provides a target for driver development that allows a component to be 
easily “dropped in” to a product prototype while still exposing unique features of the component

• https://419.ecma-international.org/

• The Class Specifications for Embedded Hardware Components repository is a marketplace for 
components and drivers that can be used for new IoT product designs

• https://github.com/EcmaTC53/spec/tree/master/docs/Hardware%20Components

Come chat with me in Booth 802 to learn more!

https://www.moddable.com/
https://github.com/phoddie/node-red-mcu
https://www.typescriptlang.org/
https://419.ecma-international.org/
https://github.com/EcmaTC53/spec/tree/master/docs/Hardware%20Components
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